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The Pollyanna principle (now called Polyanism or Anti-Dinta-discrimination) is a trend for people who remember more accurately than those who are unhappy. [1] Research shows that at the level of octoten, the mind goes to focus on hope; At the level of consciousness, it goes to focus on
the negative. It's like Ocatin prejudice. [2] The 1913 novel by the development name Pollyanna is made by Elinor H. Porter explaining a girl who plays the happy game-trying to find something to be happy about in every situation. The novel has been adapted to film many times, most famous
in 1920 and 1960. An early use of the name Pollyanna in psychological literature was in 1969 which described Pollyanna as a universal human phenomenon that as a global human being used more often positive words and more often than negative words in conversation. [3] The analytical
section for this trend is provided by the analysis of the large anger of the text of the computing. The Pollyanna principle was stated by Margaret Matlin David Stening in 1978 and is particularly a psychological principle that reflects positive prejudices that reflect people who are thinking about
the past. According to The Pollyanna Principle, brain function is acceptable compared to information that is not consistent and unsatisfactory in a more precise and precise manner. We are more pink than actually being born to remember past experiences. They felt that people expose
themselves to avoid positive stimuli and negative stimuli, they have long understood to recognize that it is pleasant and safe, and they report that they face more than positive stimuli. Matlin also determined that the selected recall was a more likely event when the recall was delayed. [6] At
the same time, the Pollyanna principle is celebrated on online social networks. For example, Twitter users share the profile, and are emotionally affected by more, positive information. However, the Pollyanna principle does not always apply to people with depression or anxiety, which is
either more depression reality or negative bias. [9] �� قلعتم  �س  لوصا  �ک  تقیقح  ٹیسفآ  وک  اتکمتاند  رثا  دامتعا  ریغ  وک  بصعت  ازفا  �لصوح  یک  بصعت  یفنم  یرترب  مو�وم  یدنسپ  تقیقح  نشیرپڈ  بصعت  قیدصت  نااپوکونروک  نیمز  لیوک  لداب  دماشوخ  لٹروپ  یٹئاسوس  لٹروپ  تایسفن  ںیھکید  . Wishful Thinking
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significant impact on others. Sooner or later, the girl's pleasant personality will win over the most greedy, aptatoc, and the characters. The books of Elinor H. Porter have moved the message of absolute positivity. As a result, this hope helped impress a couple of psychologists in the 1970s,
Margaret Matlin David Steng. Which applies to Pollyanna's principle? In a study from the 1980s, Matlin has taken long to identify unpleasant and dangerous stimuli around them to people with a clear bias toward the evidence that is potential. In other words, there was no blindness Because
many give advice. While Pollyanna principles states that we are aware of negative facts and events in life, we just need to focus on positive people. If involved in a negative event, we will try to redirect this situation in the most hopeful way. A biased memory that focuses on positive Dr.
Stephen Novel, a renowned neurophsatosis at Yale University, works more than one on these false memories and creates studies with this theory. A curious element about the Pollyanna principle is that optams generally don't even remember negative events in their lives. The quality of their
memory is greater and perfect for positive events. However, they don't consider the very painful events in their lives. Positive bias and language: We are all Pollyanna in 2014, Cornell University conducted a study to find out if our language is a or more positive bias. Professor Peter Doddas
and his team analyzed more than 100,000 words in 10 different languages. He also analyzed the conversation on social media. They found that the messages we have sent was a clear positive emotional bias. This result is consistent with Matlin's steering. Thus it is proved that people are
with him. Under the principle of criticism Paulas some psychologists call it pollyanna syndrome instead of the theory of pollyanna. This change of term tries to create awareness about the limitations and disturbing aspects of this theory when extremes are adopted. For example, if we choose
to focus only on the positive aspect of life, it is possible that we may have difficulties managing the problems. Pollyanna's principle helps in some cases. There is always a positive and pleasant attitude that has inspired us. However, it is also important to experience negative situations and
learn from them. Our reality includes light and shadows alike. We can't always choose the bright side. What should we do then? Is it appropriate to follow The Pollyanna's principle? The key to this answer, as many things in life, is balance. It is ideal that this bright aspect is based on a
perspective that does not shy away from difficulties. Positive psychology is always impressive, but sometimes we can't control what happens to us. We must be prepared to deal with any situation and know that we have to deal with all the brown colors in the light, shadows, and middle.
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